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1 SENATE BILL NO. 50
2 Offered January 11, 2012
3 Prefiled January 4, 2012
4 A BILL to amend and reenact §§ 13.1-654, 13.1-655, 13.1-657, 13.1-661, 13.1-674, 13.1-711, 13.1-732,
5 13.1-734, 13.1-737, 13.1-749.1, 13.1-838, 13.1-839, and 13.1-1023 of the Code of Virginia and to
6 amend the Code of Virginia by adding in Chapter 10 of Title 13.1 an article numbered 17.1,
7 consisting of sections numbered 13.1-944.1 through 13.1-944.7, and by adding a section numbered
8 13.1-1047.1, relating to corporations and limited liability companies; conversion and dissolution.
9 ––––––––––

Patron––Watkins
10 ––––––––––
11 Referred to Committee on Commerce and Labor
12 ––––––––––
13 Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia:
14 1. That §§ 13.1-654, 13.1-655, 13.1-657, 13.1-661, 13.1-674, 13.1-711, 13.1-732, 13.1-734, 13.1-737,
15 13.1-749.1, 13.1-838, 13.1-839, and 13.1-1023 of the Code of Virginia are amended and reenacted
16 and that the Code of Virginia is amended by adding in Chapter 10 of Title 13.1 an article
17 numbered 17.1, consisting of sections numbered 13.1-944.1 through 13.1-944.7, and by adding a
18 section numbered 13.1-1047.1 as follows:
19 § 13.1-654. Annual meeting.
20 A. Unless directors are elected by written consent in lieu of an annual meeting as permitted by
21 § 13.1-657, a corporation shall hold a meeting of shareholders annually at a time stated in or fixed in
22 accordance with the bylaws, except that a corporation registered under the Investment Company Act of
23 1940 is not required to hold an annual meeting in any year in which the election of directors is not
24 required to be held under the Investment Company Act of 1940 unless the articles of incorporation or
25 bylaws of the corporation require an annual meeting to be held.
26 B. Annual shareholders' meetings may be held at such place, in or out of the Commonwealth, as may
27 be provided in the bylaws or, where not inconsistent with the bylaws, in the notice of the meeting.
28 C. If the articles of incorporation or bylaws so provide, shareholders may participate in an annual
29 meeting by use of any means of communication by which all shareholders participating may
30 simultaneously hear each other during the meeting. A shareholder participating in a meeting by this
31 means is deemed to be present in person at the meeting.
32 D. The failure to hold an annual meeting at the time stated in or fixed in accordance with a
33 corporation's bylaws does not affect the validity of any corporate action.
34 § 13.1-655. Special meeting.
35 A. A corporation shall hold a special meeting of shareholders:
36 1. On call of the chairman of the board of directors, the president, the board of directors, or the
37 person or persons authorized to do so by the articles of incorporation or bylaws; or
38 2. In the case of corporations having 35 or fewer shareholders of record, if the holders of at least 20
39 percent of all votes entitled to be cast on any issue proposed to be considered at the special meeting
40 sign, date, and deliver to the corporation's secretary one or more written demands for the meeting
41 describing the purpose or purposes for which it is to be held. The articles of incorporation may provide
42 for an increase or decrease in the percentage stated in this subdivision.
43 B. Unless otherwise provided in the articles of incorporation, a written demand for a special meeting
44 may be revoked by a writing, including an electronic transmission, to that effect received by the
45 corporation prior to the receipt by the corporation of demands sufficient in number to require the
46 holding of a special meeting.
47 C. If not otherwise fixed under § 13.1-656 or 13.1-660, the record date for determining shareholders
48 entitled to demand a special meeting is the date the first shareholder signs the demand.
49 D. Special shareholders' meetings may be held at such place in or out of this Commonwealth as may
50 be provided in the bylaws or, where not inconsistent with the bylaws, in the notice of the meeting.
51 E. If the articles of incorporation or bylaws so provide, shareholders may participate in a special
52 shareholders' meeting by use of any means of communication by which all shareholders participating
53 may simultaneously hear each other during the meeting. A shareholder participating in a meeting by this
54 means is deemed to be present in person at the meeting.
55 F. Only business within the purpose or purposes described in the meeting notice required by
56 subsection C of § 13.1-658 may be conducted at a special shareholders' meeting.
57 § 13.1-657. Action without meeting.
58 A. Action required or permitted by this chapter to be adopted or taken at a shareholders' meeting
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59 may be adopted or taken without a meeting if the action is adopted or taken by all the shareholders
60 entitled to vote on the action, in which case no action by the board of directors shall be required. The
61 adoption or taking of the action shall be evidenced by one or more written consents describing the
62 action taken, signed by all the shareholders entitled to vote on the action, bearing the date of each
63 signature, and delivered to the corporation for inclusion in the minutes or filing with the corporate
64 records.
65 B. The articles of incorporation may provide that any authorize action required or permitted by this
66 chapter to be adopted or taken at a shareholders' meeting may be adopted or taken without a meeting,
67 and without prior notice, if consents in writing setting forth the action so adopted or taken are signed by
68 the holders of outstanding shares having not less than the minimum number of votes that would be
69 required to adopt or take the action at a meeting at which all shares entitled to vote on the action were
70 present and voted by shareholders by less than unanimous written consent provided that the taking of
71 such action is consistent with any requirements that may be set forth in the corporation's articles of
72 incorporation, the bylaws, or this section. For such action to be valid:
73 1. It shall be an action that this chapter requires or permits to be adopted or taken at a
74 shareholder's meeting;
75 2. The corporation's articles of incorporation shall authorize action by shareholders by less than
76 unanimous written consent and, if a public corporation, the inclusion of the authorization in the articles
77 of corporation shall have been approved by each voting group entitled to vote by the greater of:
78 a. The vote of that voting group required by the corporation's articles of incorporation; and
79 b. More than two-thirds of all votes that the voting group is entitled to cast;
80 3. Before the holders of more than 10 percent of the outstanding shares of any voting group entitled
81 to vote on the action to be adopted or taken have executed the written consent, the corporation's
82 secretary shall have received a copy of the form of written consent setting forth the action to be adopted
83 or taken; and
84 4. The holders of not less than the minimum number of outstanding shares of each voting group
85 entitled to vote on the action that would be required to adopt or take the action at a shareholders'
86 meeting at which all shares of each voting group entitled to vote on the action were present and voted
87 shall have signed written consents setting forth the action to be adopted or taken.
88 The written consent shall bear the date on which each shareholder signed the consent and be
89 delivered to the corporation for inclusion in the minutes or filing with the corporate records.
90 C. If not otherwise fixed under § 13.1-656 or 13.1-660 and if prior board action is not required
91 respecting the action to be adopted or taken without a meeting, the record date for determining the
92 shareholders entitled to adopt or take action without a meeting shall be the first date on which a signed
93 written consent is delivered to the corporation. If not otherwise fixed under § 13.1-656 or 13.1-660 and
94 if prior board action is required respecting the action to be adopted or taken without a meeting, the
95 record date shall be the close of business on the day the resolution of the board taking such prior action
96 is adopted. No written consent shall be effective to adopt or take the action referred to therein unless,
97 within 60 days of the earliest date on which a consent delivered to the corporation as required by this
98 section was signed, written consents signed by the holders of shares having sufficient votes to adopt or
99 take the action have been delivered to the corporation. A written consent may be revoked by a writing

100 to that effect delivered to the corporation before unrevoked written consents sufficient in number to
101 adopt or take the action are delivered to the corporation.
102 D. A consent signed pursuant to the provisions of this section has the effect of a vote at a meeting
103 and may be described as such in any document. Unless the articles of incorporation, bylaws or a
104 resolution of the board of directors provides for a reasonable delay to permit tabulation of written
105 consents, the action adopted or taken by written consent shall be effective when (i) written consents
106 signed by the holders of shares having sufficient votes to adopt or take the action are delivered to the
107 corporation or (ii) if an effective date is specified therein, as of such date provided such consent states
108 the date of execution by the consenting shareholder.
109 E. If this chapter requires that notice of a proposed action be given to nonvoting shareholders and
110 the action is to be adopted or taken by written consent of the voting shareholders, the corporation shall
111 give its nonvoting shareholders written notice of the action not more than 10 days after (i) written
112 consents sufficient to adopt or take the action have been delivered to the corporation, or (ii) such later
113 date that tabulation of consents is completed pursuant to an authorization under subsection D. The notice
114 shall reasonably describe the action adopted or taken and contain or be accompanied by the same
115 material that under any provision of this chapter would have been required to be sent to nonvoting
116 shareholders in a notice of a meeting at which the proposed action would have been submitted to the
117 shareholders for action.
118 F. If action is adopted or taken by less than unanimous written consent of the voting shareholders,
119 the corporation shall give its nonconsenting voting shareholders written notice of the action not more
120 than 10 days after (i) written consents sufficient to adopt or take the action have been delivered to the
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121 corporation, or (ii) such later date that tabulation of consents is completed pursuant to an authorization
122 under subsection D. The notice shall reasonably describe the action adopted or taken and contain or be
123 accompanied by the same material that under any provision of this chapter would have been required to
124 be sent to voting shareholders in a notice of a meeting at which the action would have been submitted
125 to the shareholders for action.
126 § 13.1-661. Shareholders' list for meeting.
127 A. After fixing a record date for a meeting, a corporation shall prepare an alphabetical list of the
128 names of all its shareholders who are entitled to notice of a shareholders' meeting. If the board of
129 directors fixes a different record date under subsection E of § 13.1-660 to determine the shareholders
130 entitled to vote at the meeting, a corporation shall also prepare an alphabetical list of the names of all
131 its shareholders who are entitled to vote at the meeting. A list shall be arranged by voting group, and
132 within each group by class or series of shares, and show the address of and number of shares held by
133 each shareholder.
134 B. The shareholders' list for notice shall be available for inspection by any shareholder, beginning
135 two business days after notice of the meeting is given for which the list was prepared and continuing
136 through the meeting, at the corporation's principal office or at a place identified in the meeting notice in
137 the county or city where the meeting will be held. A shareholders' list for voting shall be similarly
138 available for inspection promptly after the record date for voting. The original share transfer books shall
139 be prima facie evidence as to who are the shareholders entitled to examine such list or to vote at any
140 meeting of shareholders. A shareholder, or the shareholder's agent or attorney, is entitled on written
141 demand to inspect and, subject to the requirements set forth in subsection D of § 13.1-771, to copy a
142 list, during the regular business hours and at the shareholder's expense, during the period it is available
143 for inspection.
144 C. The corporation shall make the list of shareholders entitled to vote available at the meeting, and
145 any shareholder, or the shareholder's agent or attorney, is entitled to inspect the list at any time during
146 the meeting or any adjournment.
147 D. If the corporation refuses to allow a shareholder, the shareholder's agent, or the shareholder's
148 attorney to inspect a shareholders' list before or at the meeting, or to copy a list as permitted by
149 subsection B, the circuit court of the county or city where the corporation's principal office, or if none
150 in the Commonwealth its registered office, is located, on application of the shareholder, may summarily
151 order the inspection or copying at the corporation's expense and may postpone the meeting for which the
152 list was prepared until the inspection or copying is complete.
153 E. Refusal or failure to prepare or make available a shareholders' list does not affect the validity of
154 action taken at the meeting.
155 § 13.1-674. Qualification of directors.
156 The articles of incorporation or bylaws may prescribe qualifications for to be directors or to be
157 nominated as directors. A director need not be a resident of this Commonwealth or a shareholder of the
158 corporation unless the articles of incorporation or bylaws so prescribe.
159 § 13.1-711. Restated articles of incorporation.
160 A. A corporation's board of directors may restate its articles of incorporation at any time with or
161 without shareholder approval.
162 B. The restatement may include one or more new amendments to the articles. If the restatement
163 includes a one or more new amendment amendments requiring shareholder approval, it the new
164 amendment or amendments shall be adopted and approved as provided in § 13.1-707.
165 C. If the board of directors submits a restatement for shareholder approval, the corporation shall
166 notify each shareholder, whether or not entitled to vote, of the proposed shareholders' meeting in
167 accordance with § 13.1-658. The notice shall also state that the purpose, or one of the purposes, of the
168 meeting is to consider the proposed restatement and contain or be accompanied by a copy of the
169 restatement that identifies any new amendment it would make in the articles.
170 D. A corporation restating its articles of incorporation shall file with the Commission articles of
171 restatement setting forth:
172 1. The name of the corporation immediately prior to restatement;
173 2. Whether the restatement contains a new amendment to the articles;
174 3. The text of the restated articles of incorporation or amended and restated articles of incorporation,
175 as the case may be;
176 4. If the restatement includes a new amendment that provides for an exchange, reclassification, or
177 cancellation of issued shares, provisions for implementing the amendment, which may be made
178 dependent upon facts objectively ascertainable outside the articles of restatement in accordance with
179 subsection L of § 13.1-604;
180 5. The date of the restatement's adoption;
181 6. If the restatement does not contain a new amendment to the articles, that the board of directors
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182 adopted the restatement;
183 7. If the restatement contains a new amendment to the articles not requiring shareholder approval, the
184 information required by subdivision A 5 of § 13.1-710; and
185 8. If the restatement contains a new amendment to the articles requiring shareholder approval, the
186 information required by subdivision A 6 of § 13.1-710.
187 E. If the Commission finds that the articles of restatement comply with the requirements of law and
188 that all required fees have been paid, it shall issue a certificate of restatement. When the certificate of
189 restatement is effective the restated articles of incorporation or amended and restated articles of
190 incorporation supersede the original articles of incorporation and all amendments to them.
191 F. The Commission may certify restated articles of incorporation or amended and restated articles of
192 incorporation as the articles of incorporation currently in effect.
193 § 13.1-732. Notice of appraisal rights.
194 A. Where any corporate action specified in subsection A of § 13.1-730 is to be submitted to a vote at
195 a shareholders' meeting, the meeting notice shall state that the corporation has concluded that
196 shareholders are, are not or may be entitled to assert appraisal rights under this article.
197 If the corporation concludes that appraisal rights are or may be available, a copy of this article and a
198 statement of the corporation's position as to the availability of appraisal rights shall accompany the
199 meeting notice sent to those record shareholders entitled to exercise appraisal rights.
200 B. In a merger pursuant to § 13.1-719, the parent corporation shall notify in writing all record
201 shareholders of the subsidiary who are entitled to assert appraisal rights that the corporate action became
202 effective. Such notice shall be sent within 10 days after the corporate action became effective and
203 include the materials described in § 13.1-734.
204 C. Where any corporate action specified in subsection A of § 13.1-730 is to be approved by written
205 consent of the shareholders pursuant to § 13.1-657:
206 1. Written notice that appraisal rights are, are not, or may be available must be given to each record
207 shareholder from whom a consent is solicited at the time consent of such shareholder is first solicited
208 and, if the corporation has concluded that appraisal rights are or may be available, must be accompanied
209 by a copy of this article; and
210 2. Written notice that appraisal rights are, are not, or may be available must be delivered together
211 with the notice to nonconsenting and nonvoting shareholders required by subsections E and F of
212 § 13.1-657, may include the materials described in § 13.1-734, and, if the corporation has concluded that
213 appraisal rights are or may be available, must be accompanied by a copy of this article.
214 D. Where corporate action described in subsection A of § 13.1-730 is proposed, or a merger pursuant
215 to § 13.1-719 is effected, the notice referred to in subsection A or C, if the corporation concludes that
216 appraisal rights are or may be available, and in subsection B shall be accompanied by:
217 1. The annual financial statements specified in subsection A of § 13.1-774 of the corporation that
218 issued the shares that may be subject to appraisal, which shall be as of a date ending not more than 16
219 months before the date of the notice and shall comply with subsection B of § 13.1-774; provided that, if
220 such annual financial statements are not reasonably available, the corporation shall provide reasonably
221 equivalent financial information; and
222 2. The latest available quarterly financial statements of such corporation, if any.
223 E. A public corporation, or a corporation that ceased to be a public corporation as a result of the
224 corporate action specified in subsection A of § 13.1-730, may fulfill its responsibilities under subsection
225 D by delivering the specified financial statements, or otherwise making them available, in any manner
226 permitted by the applicable rules and regulations of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission if the
227 corporation was a public corporation as of the date of the specified financial statements.
228 E F. The right to receive the information described in subsection D may be waived in writing by a
229 shareholder before or after the corporate action.
230 § 13.1-734. Appraisal notice and form.
231 A. If proposed corporate action requiring appraisal rights under § 13.1-730 becomes effective, the
232 corporation shall deliver an appraisal notice and the form required by subdivision B 1 to all shareholders
233 who satisfied the requirements of § 13.1-733. In the case of a merger under § 13.1-719, the parent
234 corporation shall deliver an appraisal notice and form to all record shareholders who may be entitled to
235 assert appraisal rights.
236 B. The appraisal notice shall be sent no earlier than the date the corporate action specified in
237 subsection A of § 13.1-730 became effective and no later than 10 days after such date and shall:
238 1. Supply a form that (i) specifies the first date of any announcement to shareholders made prior to
239 the date the corporate action became effective of the principal terms of the proposed corporate action,
240 (ii) if such announcement was made, requires the shareholder asserting appraisal rights to certify whether
241 beneficial ownership of those shares for which appraisal rights are asserted was acquired before that
242 date, and (iii) requires the shareholder asserting appraisal rights to certify that such shareholder did not
243 vote for or consent to the transaction;
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244 2. State:
245 a. Where the form must be sent and where certificates for certificated shares must be deposited and
246 the date by which those certificates must be deposited, which date may not be earlier than the date for
247 receiving the required form under subdivision 2 b of this subsection;
248 b. A date by which the corporation must receive the form which date may not be fewer than 40 nor
249 more than 60 days after the date the subsection A appraisal notice and form were sent, and state that the
250 shareholder shall have waived the right to demand appraisal with respect to the shares unless the form is
251 received by the corporation by such specified date;
252 c. The corporation's estimate of the fair value of the shares;
253 d. That, if requested in writing, the corporation will provide, to the shareholder so requesting, within
254 10 days after the date specified in subdivision 2 b of this subsection, the number of shareholders who
255 returned the form by the specified date and the total number of shares owned by them; and
256 e. The date by which the notice to withdraw under § 13.1-735.1 must be received, which date must
257 be within 20 days after the date specified in subdivision 2 b of this subsection; and
258 3. Be accompanied by a copy of this article.
259 § 13.1-737. Payment.
260 A. Except as provided in § 13.1-738, within 30 days after the form required by subsection B 2 b of
261 § 13.1-734 is due, the corporation shall pay in cash to those shareholders who complied with subsection
262 A of § 13.1-735.1 the amount the corporation estimates to be the fair value of their shares plus interest.
263 B. The payment to each shareholder pursuant to subsection A shall be accompanied by:
264 1. The (i) annual financial statements specified in subsection A of § 13.1-774 of the corporation that
265 issued the shares to be appraised, which shall be as of a date ending not more than 16 months before
266 the date of payment and shall comply with subsection B of § 13.1-774; provided that, if such annual
267 financial statements are not available, the corporation shall provide reasonably equivalent information,
268 and (ii) the latest available quarterly financial statements of such corporation, if any;
269 2. A statement of the corporation's estimate of the fair value of the shares, which estimate shall equal
270 or exceed the corporation's estimate given pursuant to subdivision B 2 c of § 13.1-734; and
271 3. A statement that shareholders described in subsection A have the right to demand further payment
272 under § 13.1-739 and that if any such shareholder does not do so within the time period specified
273 therein, such shareholder shall be deemed to have accepted such payment in full satisfaction of the
274 corporation's obligations under this article.
275 C. A public corporation, or a corporation that ceased to be a public corporation as a result of the
276 corporate action specified in subsection A of § 13.1-730, may fulfill its responsibilities under subdivision
277 B 1 by delivering the specified financial statements, or otherwise making them available, in any manner
278 permitted by the applicable rules and regulations of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission if the
279 corporation was a public corporation as of the date of the specified financial statements.
280 § 13.1-749.1. Election to purchase in lieu of dissolution.
281 A. Unless otherwise provided in the articles of incorporation, in a proceeding under subdivision A 1
282 of § 13.1-747 to dissolve a corporation, the corporation may elect or, if it fails to elect, one or more
283 shareholders may elect to purchase all shares owned by the petitioning shareholder at the fair value of
284 the shares. An election pursuant to this section shall be irrevocable unless the court determines that it is
285 equitable to set aside or modify the election.
286 B. An election to purchase pursuant to this section may be filed with the court at any time within 90
287 days after the filing of the petition under subdivision A 1 of § 13.1-747 or at such later time as the
288 court in its discretion may allow. If the election to purchase is filed by one or more shareholders, the
289 corporation shall, within 10 days thereafter, give written notice to all shareholders, other than the
290 petitioner. The notice shall state the name and number of shares owned by the petitioner and the name
291 and number of shares owned by each electing shareholder and shall advise the recipients of their right to
292 join in the election to purchase shares in accordance with this section. Shareholders who wish to
293 participate shall file notice of their intention to join in the purchase no later than 30 days after the
294 effective date of the notice to them. All shareholders who have filed an election or notice of their
295 intention to participate in the election to purchase thereby become parties to the proceeding and shall
296 participate in the purchase in proportion to their ownership of shares as of the date the first election was
297 filed, unless they otherwise agree or the court otherwise directs. After an election has been filed by the
298 corporation or one or more shareholders, the proceeding under subdivision A 1 of § 13.1-747 may not
299 be discontinued or settled, nor may the petitioning shareholder sell or otherwise dispose of the
300 petitioner's shares, unless the court determines that it would be equitable to the corporation and the
301 shareholders, other than the petitioner, to permit such discontinuance, settlement, sale, or other
302 disposition.
303 C. If, within 60 days of the filing of the first election, the parties reach agreement as to the fair
304 value and terms of purchase of the petitioner's shares, the court shall enter an order directing the
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305 purchase of petitioner's shares upon the terms and conditions agreed to by the parties.
306 D. If the parties are unable to reach an agreement as provided for in subsection C, the court, upon
307 application of any party, shall stay the proceedings under subdivision A 1 of § 13.1-747 and determine
308 the fair value of the petitioner's shares as of the day before the date on which the petition under
309 subdivision A 1 of § 13.1-747 was filed or as of such other date as the court deems appropriate under
310 the circumstances. In determining the fair value, the court may, in its discretion, select an appraiser to
311 appraise the fair value of the petitioner's shares and shall assess the cost of any such appraisal to the
312 parties, to the corporation, or both, as the equities may appear to the court.
313 E. Upon determining the fair value of the shares, the court shall enter an order directing the purchase
314 upon such terms and conditions as the court deems appropriate, which may include payment of the
315 purchase price in installments, where necessary in the interests of equity, provision for security to assure
316 payment of the purchase price and any additional costs, fees and expenses as may have been awarded,
317 and, if the shares are to be purchased by shareholders, the allocation of shares among them. In
318 allocating petitioner's shares among holders of different classes of shares, the court should attempt to
319 preserve the existing distribution of voting rights among holders of different classes insofar as
320 practicable and may direct that holders of a specific class or classes shall not participate in the purchase.
321 Interest may be allowed at the rate and from the date determined by the court to be equitable, but if the
322 court finds that the refusal of the petitioning shareholder to accept an offer of payment was arbitrary or
323 otherwise not in good faith, no interest shall be allowed. If the court finds that the petitioning
324 shareholder had probable grounds for relief under subdivision A 1 b or d of § 13.1-747, it may award to
325 the petitioning shareholder reasonable fees and expenses of counsel and of any experts employed by the
326 shareholder.
327 F. Upon entry of an order under subsection C or E, the court shall dismiss the petition to dissolve
328 the corporation under subdivision A 1 of § 13.1-747 and the petitioning shareholder shall no longer have
329 any rights or status as a shareholder of the corporation, except the right to receive the amounts awarded
330 to him by the order of the court, which shall be enforceable in the same manner as any other judgment.
331 G. The purchase ordered pursuant to subsection E shall be made within 10 days after the date the
332 order becomes final unless before that time the corporation files with the court a notice of its intention
333 to adopt a proposal to dissolve pursuant to § 13.1-742, in which event articles of dissolution must be
334 filed within 50 days thereafter. Upon filing of such articles of dissolution, the corporation shall be
335 dissolved in accordance with the provisions of this article, and the order entered pursuant to subsection
336 E shall no longer be of any force or effect, except that the court may award the petitioning shareholder
337 reasonable fees and expenses in accordance with the provisions of the last sentence of subsection E and
338 the petitioner may continue to pursue any claims previously asserted on behalf of the corporation.
339 H. Any payment by the corporation pursuant to an order under subsection C or E, other than an
340 award of fees and expenses pursuant to subsection E, is subject to the provisions of § 13.1-653.
341 § 13.1-838. Annual meeting.
342 A. A corporation shall hold a meeting of members annually at a time stated in or fixed in accordance
343 with the bylaws.
344 B. Annual meetings of members may be held at such place, in or out of the Commonwealth, as may
345 be provided in the bylaws or, where not inconsistent with the bylaws, in the notice of the meeting.
346 C. If the articles of incorporation or bylaws so provide, members may participate in an annual
347 meeting by use of any means of communication by which all members participating may simultaneously
348 hear each other during the meeting. A member participating in a meeting by this means is deemed to be
349 present in person at the meeting.
350 D. The failure to hold an annual meeting at the time stated in or fixed in accordance with a
351 corporation's bylaws does not affect the validity of any corporate action.
352 § 13.1-839. Special meeting.
353 A. A corporation shall hold a special meeting of members:
354 1. On call of the chairman of the board of directors, the president, the board of directors, or the
355 person or persons authorized to do so by the articles of incorporation or bylaws; or
356 2. In the absence of a provision in the articles of incorporation or bylaws stating who may call a
357 special meeting of members, a special meeting of members may be called by members having
358 one-twentieth of the votes entitled to be cast at such meeting.
359 B. Unless otherwise provided in the articles of incorporation, a written demand for a special meeting
360 may be revoked by a writing, including an electronic transmission, to that effect received by the
361 corporation prior to the receipt by the corporation of demands sufficient in number to require the
362 holding of a special meeting.
363 C. If not otherwise fixed under § 13.1-840 or 13.1-844, the record date for determining members
364 entitled to demand a special meeting is the date the first member signs the demand.
365 D. Special members' meetings may be held at such place in or out of the Commonwealth as may be
366 provided in the bylaws or, where not inconsistent with the bylaws, in the notice of the meeting.
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367 E. If the articles of incorporation or bylaws so provide, members may participate in a special meeting
368 of members by use of any means of communication by which all members participating may
369 simultaneously hear each other during the meeting. A member participating in a meeting by this means
370 is deemed to be present in person at the meeting.
371 F. Only business within the purpose or purposes described in the meeting notice required by
372 subsection C of § 13.1-842 may be conducted at a special members' meeting.
373 Article 17.1.
374 Conversion to a Limited Liability Company.
375 § 13.1-944.1. Definitions.
376 In this article:
377 "Articles of organization" has the same meaning specified in § 13.1-1002.
378 "Converting entity" means the domestic corporation that adopts a plan of entity conversion pursuant
379 to this article.
380 "Corporation" has the same meaning specified in § 13.1-803.
381 "Limited liability company" has the same meaning specified in § 13.1-1002.
382 "LLC membership interest" has the same meaning as membership interest in § 13.1-1002.
383 "Member" when used with respect to a corporation has the meaning as specified in § 13.1-803, and
384 when used with respect to a limited liability company has the same meaning specified in § 13.1-1002.
385 "Membership interest" has the same meaning specified in § 13.1-803.
386 "Person" has the same meaning specified in § 13.1-803.
387 "Resulting entity" means the corporation or limited liability company that is in existence immediately
388 after consummation of an entity conversion pursuant to this article.
389 § 13.1-944.2. Entity conversion.
390 A corporation may become a limited liability company pursuant to a plan of entity conversion. Such
391 a plan shall be adopted and approved by the corporation in accordance with the procedures of this
392 article.
393 § 13.1-944.3. Plan of entity conversion.
394 A. A plan of entity conversion shall set forth:
395 1. The terms and conditions of the conversion, including the manner and basis of converting the
396 membership interests, if any, of the corporation into LLC membership interests of the resulting entity;
397 2. Where the corporation has no members, the plan of entity conversion shall provide for the
398 designation of the persons who are to become a member of the limited liability company upon
399 conversion. No person shall be designated as a member of the resulting entity without the person's prior
400 consent;
401 3. As a separate attachment to the plan, the full text of the articles of organization of the resulting
402 entity as they will be in effect immediately after consummation of the conversion; and
403 4. Any other provision relating to the conversion that may be desired.
404 B. The plan of entity conversion may also include a provision that the board of directors may amend
405 the plan prior to the issuance of the certificate of entity conversion. An amendment made subsequent to
406 the submission of the plan to the members shall not alter or change any of the terms or conditions of
407 the plan if the change would adversely affect the membership interests of the corporation.
408 § 13.1-944.4. Action on plan of entity conversion.
409 A. Where the corporation has no members, or no members having voting rights, the plan shall be
410 adopted upon receiving the vote of at least two-thirds of the directors in office.
411 B. Where there are no members of the corporation having voting rights:
412 1. The plan of entity conversion shall be adopted by the board of directors;
413 2. After adopting the plan of entity conversion, the board of directors shall submit the plan to the
414 members for their approval. The board of directors shall also transmit to the members a
415 recommendation that the members approve the plan, unless the board of directors determines that
416 because of conflicts of interest or other special circumstances it should not make such a
417 recommendation, in which case the board of directors shall transmit to the members the basis for that
418 determination; and
419 3. The voting members shall approve the plan as provided in subdivision C 3.
420 C. When a plan of entity conversion is to be approved by the members in accordance with
421 subsection B:
422 1. The board of directors may condition its submission of the plan of entity conversion to the
423 members on any basis;
424 2. The corporation shall notify each member, whether or not entitled to vote, of the proposed
425 members' meeting in accordance with § 13.1-842 at which the plan of entity conversion is to be
426 submitted for approval. The notice shall also state that the purpose, or one of the purposes, of the
427 meeting is to consider the plan and shall contain or be accompanied by a copy of the plan; and
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428 3. Unless this chapter or the board of directors, acting pursuant to subdivision 1, requires a greater
429 vote, the plan of entity conversion shall be approved by each voting group entitled to vote on the plan
430 by more than two-thirds of all the votes entitled to be cast by that voting group. The articles of
431 incorporation may provide for a greater or lesser vote than that provided for in this subsection or a
432 vote by separate voting groups so long as the vote provided for is not less than a majority of all the
433 votes cast on the plan by each voting group entitled to vote on the plan at a meeting at which a quorum
434 of the voting group exists.
435 § 13.1-944.5. Articles of entity conversion.
436 A. After the conversion of a corporation into a limited liability company has been adopted and
437 approved as required by this article, the converting entity shall file with the Commission articles of
438 entity conversion setting forth:
439 1. The name of the corporation immediately prior to the filing of the articles of entity conversion and
440 the name to which the name of the converting entity is to be changed, which name shall satisfy the
441 requirements of the laws of the Commonwealth;
442 2. The plan of entity conversion, including the full text of the articles of organization of the resulting
443 entity that comply with the requirements of Chapter 12 (§ 13.1-1000 et seq.), as they will be in effect
444 immediately after consummation of the conversion;
445 3. A statement:
446 a. That the plan was adopted by the vote of at least two-thirds of the directors, including the reason
447 member approval was not required;
448 b. That the plan was adopted by the unanimous consent of the members having voting rights; or
449 c. That the plan was proposed by the board of directors and submitted to the members in
450 accordance with this chapter, and a statement of:
451 (1) The existence of a quorum of each voting group entitled to vote separately on the plan; and
452 (2) Either the total number of votes cast for and against the plan by each voting group entitled to
453 vote separately on the plan or the total number of undisputed votes cast for the plan separately by each
454 voting group and a statement that the number cast for the plan by each voting group was sufficient for
455 approval by that voting group.
456 B. If the Commission finds that the articles of entity conversion comply with the requirements of law
457 and that all required fees have been paid, it shall issue a certificate of entity conversion.
458 § 13.1-944.6. Effect of entity conversion.
459 When an entity conversion under this article becomes effective, with respect to that entity:
460 1. The title to all real estate and other property remains in the resulting entity without reversion or
461 impairment;
462 2. The liabilities remain the liabilities of the resulting entity;
463 3. A proceeding pending may be continued by or against the resulting entity as if the conversion did
464 not occur;
465 4. The articles of organization attached to the articles of conversion constitute the articles of
466 organization of the resulting entity;
467 5. The membership interests, if any, of the corporation are reclassified into LLC membership
468 interests in accordance with the plan of entity conversion; and the members of the corporation are
469 entitled only to the rights provided in the plan of entity conversion; and
470 6. The resulting entity is deemed to:
471 a. Be a limited liability company for all purposes;
472 b. Be the same entity without interruption as the converting entity that existed prior to the
473 conversion; and
474 c. Have been organized on the date that the converting entity was originally incorporated; and
475 7. The corporation shall cease to be a corporation when the certificate of entity conversion becomes
476 effective.
477 § 13.1-944.7. Abandonment of entity conversion.
478 A. Unless a plan of entity conversion of a corporation prohibits abandonment of the conversion
479 without member approval, after the conversion has been authorized, and at any time before the
480 certificate of entity conversion has become effective, the conversion may be abandoned without further
481 member action in accordance with the procedure set forth in the plan or, if none is set forth, in the
482 manner determined by the board of directors.
483 B. If an entity conversion is abandoned under subsection A after articles of entity conversion have
484 been filed with the Commission but before the certificate of entity conversion has become effective,
485 written notice that the entity conversion has been abandoned in accordance with this section shall be
486 filed with the Commission prior to the effective date of the certificate of entity conversion. The notice
487 shall take effect upon filing and the entity conversion shall be deemed abandoned and shall not become
488 effective.
489 § 13.1-1023. Operating agreement.
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490 A. Authority.
491 1. The members of a limited liability company may enter into any operating agreement to regulate or
492 establish the affairs of the limited liability company, the conduct of its business and the relations of its
493 members. A limited liability company is bound by its operating agreement whether or not the limited
494 liability company executes the operating agreement. An operating agreement may contain any provisions
495 regarding the affairs of a limited liability company and the conduct of its business to the extent that
496 such provisions are not inconsistent with the laws of the Commonwealth or the articles of organization.
497 An operating agreement may provide rights to any person, including a person who is not a party to the
498 operating agreement, to the extent set forth in the operating agreement.
499 2. If a limited liability company has only one member, an operating agreement shall be deemed to
500 include:
501 a. Any writing signed by the member, without regard to whether the writing constitutes an
502 agreement, that relates to the affairs of the limited liability company and the conduct of its business.
503 b. Any agreement, regardless of whether the agreement is in writing, between the member and the
504 limited liability company, that relates to the affairs of the limited liability company and the conduct of
505 its business, provided that the limited liability company has a manager that is a person other than the
506 member.
507 B. Adoption and amendment.
508 1. An operating agreement must initially be agreed to by all of the members. Unless the articles of
509 organization or a written operating agreement specifically requires otherwise, an operating agreement
510 need not be in writing.
511 2. If the articles of organization or an operating agreement does not provide for the manner by which
512 an operating agreement may be amended, then all of the members must agree to any amendment of an
513 operating agreement.
514 3. If the articles of organization or the operating agreement provide for the manner by which an
515 operating agreement may be amended, including by requiring the approval of a person who is not a
516 party to the articles of organization operating agreement or requiring the satisfaction of conditions, an
517 operating agreement may be amended only in that manner or as otherwise permitted by law; provided
518 that (i) the approval of any person may be waived by that person and (ii) any conditions may be waived
519 by all persons for whose benefit the conditions were intended.
520 C. Enforcement of operating agreement.
521 1. A court of equity may enforce an operating agreement by injunction or by such other relief that
522 the court in its discretion determines to be fair and appropriate in the circumstances.
523 2. As an alternative to injunctive or other equitable relief, when the provisions of § 13.1-1047 are
524 applicable, the court may order dissolution of the limited liability company.
525 § 13.1-1047.1. Waiver of termination.
526 At any time after the dissolution of a limited liability company and before the winding up of its
527 business is completed, all of the members may waive the right to have the limited liability company's
528 business wound up and the limited liability company terminated. In that event:
529 1. The limited liability company resumes carrying on its business as if dissolution had never
530 occurred, and any liability incurred by the limited liability company or a member after the dissolution
531 and before the waiver is determined as if dissolution had never occurred; and
532 2. The rights of a third party arising out of conduct in reliance on the dissolution before the third
533 party knew or received a notification of the waiver may not be adversely affected.
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